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Emerging Research

Research shared on technologies, cow-calf
assessments, transportation, and balking behavior.

35 Keys to Success
Animal Welfare

by Kasey Brown, associate editor, & Troy Smith, field editor
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M

ore than one presenter at the 4th
International Symposium on Beef
Cattle Welfare mentioned that this is an
exciting time to be involved in animal welfare
research. Good stockmen have known that
treating animals well means better results all
around, but now the reasons why are being
discovered. Students and professors alike
were invited to share their research projects
with symposium attendees.
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Evaluation of long-haul stress
for cattle shipped from Hawaii
to the mainland
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and antimicrobial products to those of
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or packing plant.
part of the story during the symposium. She
“In our opinion,” stated Bernhard,
explained how, for producers operating on the Effects of feedlot technology on
“current technologies have no negative effects
most isolated land mass in the world, taking
behavior and mobility of finishing
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cattle to feed is far more cost-effective than
steers
— by Troy Smith
trying to feed cattle with shipped-in grain.
According to the most recent National
Consequently, some three-quarters of the
Animal Health Monitoring System
Balking behavior at processing plants
calves born on Hawaiian cow-calf operations
(NAHMS) study, the U.S. cattle-feeding
and carcass implications
are shipped to mainland North America to be industry has embraced technology. NAHMS
Why do some animals balk while others
finished and marketed.
data indicate 90% of cattle feeders use
do not? Experienced animal handlers
Stokes explained how groups of calves
monensin feed additive, 71% use tylosin feed
can attest to the fact that differences exist.
bound for feedlots in California and
additive and 94% use growth implants at
Some critters will move willingly through a
Washington are housed in double-deck
least once during the period that cattle are
processing alley. Others balk. What are the
“cowtainers” during truck and barge
on feed. Greater than 47% also used a betafactors that influence balking behavior?
transport from ranches to a port on the
agonist feed supplement, according to
Animal failure to
island of O‘ahu. The specialized shipping
the 2011 NAHMS data.
maintain forward
containers are loaded aboard ship for the
Oklahoma State University (OSU)
motion through
voyage to the mainland. Cattle remain in the
researcher Bryan Bernhard noted
packinghouse facilities
containers for nine days.
how these technologies have afforded
can become an
Stokes and other researchers have studied
consistent advantages for average
economic issue, costing
groups of cattle to determine how health
daily gain, dry-matter intake and feed
time. It can become an
and welfare are affected during shipping.
conversion, as well as positive impacts
animal welfare issue
They monitored ambient temperature and
on hot carcass weight and dressing
when keeping animals
humidity, as well as body temperatures of
percentage. He also talked about
moving through
calves. Researchers also checked the animals’
how, from the perspective of animal
the system requires
blood chemistry for signs of stress. The
welfare and based on anecdotal
aggressive coercion
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to
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containers were equipped with video cameras evidence of negative effects to cattle
forward motion through pack- that increases animal
inghouse facilities can become stress. According
in order to monitor behavior.
mobility, beta-agonists have more
an economic issue, costing to animal scientist
According to Stokes, some animal rights
recently come under scrutiny.
time, said Arkansas State aniadvocacy groups claim cattle should be
Bernhard told symposium
mal scientist Michelle Thomas. Michelle Thomas,
allowed outside the shipping containers at
attendees about OSU research aimed
those were reasons
stops where the containers are transferred
at determining the effects technology use
why she and her University of Arkansas
from one mode of transport to another.
can have on behavior and mobility of feedlot
colleagues started looking for factors that
“I can’t recommend that,” stated Stokes,
cattle. The study compared results from
influence balking behavior.
explaining container design allows for
cattle that were finished without implants
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“Objectives in this study were to determine
if breed-type predominance, based on coat
color or gender, had an effect on balking
behavior, and if that behavior affects carcass
economics,” said Thomas.
According to Thomas, the researchers
assessed cattle seven times during a
12-month period, as the animals entered the
packing plant processing line. They scored
animals (1 to 5) according to the intensity of
balking behavior displayed, or the lack of it.
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They also collected carcass data for the same
animals, which included a variety of breeds
and breed combinations.
“It was Holsteins that balked most,”
reported Thomas. “Fed Holsteins balked
more, compared to beef breeds, which
suggests a breed-type effect. Heifers also
balked more frequently than steers.”
According to Thomas, results also
showed that the animals with high balking
scores posted lower hot carcass weights and

significantly lower dressing percentages. She
believes evidence of possible correlations
between balking and carcass characteristics
warrants additional research.
“Cattle also sorted themselves out
according to feedlot source,” added Thomas.
“It suggests that the feedlot may be a source
of variation in balking behavior.”
— by Troy Smith

